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Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we measured brain activity of human
participants while they performed a sentence congruence judgment task in either the
visual or auditory modality separately, or in both modalities simultaneously. Significant
performance decrements were observed when attention was divided between the two
modalities compared with when one modality was selectively attended. Compared with
selective attention (i.e., single tasking), divided attention (i.e., dual-tasking) did not recruit
additional cortical regions, but resulted in increased activity in medial and lateral frontal
regions which were also activated by the component tasks when performed separately.
Areas involved in semantic language processing were revealed predominantly in the left
lateral prefrontal cortex by contrasting incongruent with congruent sentences. These areas
also showed significant activity increases during divided attention in relation to selective
attention. In the sensory cortices, no crossmodal inhibition was observed during divided
attention when compared with selective attention to one modality. Our results suggest
that the observed performance decrements during dual-tasking are due to interference of
the two tasks because they utilize the same part of the cortex. Moreover, semantic dualtasking did not appear to recruit additional brain areas in comparison with single tasking,
and no crossmodal inhibition was observed during intermodal divided attention.
Keywords: dual-tasking, divided attention, selective attention, functional MRI, semantic processing

INTRODUCTION
Simultaneously performing several tasks is demanding and
often leads to decrements in performance speed and accuracy
(Pashler, 1994). These decrements may be due to a bottleneck
in executive task-coordination systems recruited by multitasking
(D’Esposito et al., 1995; Collette et al., 2005). Additional
interference may be generated if the component tasks are
presented in different sensory modalities and the corresponding
sensory cortices have to compete for attentional resources
(e.g., Näätänen, 1992). Competition may also occur beyond
the sensory cortices in brain areas related to carrying out
the component tasks in case these component tasks require
similar (e.g., phonological or spatial) processing (Baddeley and
Hitch, 1974). In the current study, we compared performance
and brain activity in conditions requiring intermodal selective
attention to one task with those demanding crossmodal division
of attention between two simultaneous tasks requiring similar
semantic processing. We asked (i) whether dividing attention
recruits specialized executive task-coordinating systems; (ii) how
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attention modulates activity in the sensory cortices during
bimodal linguistic stimulation; and (iii) how brain areas
showing attention-related and task-specific activations react
when two simultaneous tasks requiring similar processing are
performed.
Previous research has suggested that multitasking recruits
brain areas specialized in task coordination and managing
interfering information from the component tasks (Corbetta
et al., 1991; D’Esposito et al., 1995; Yoo et al., 2004; Stelzel
et al., 2006). It has been suggested that dual-tasking involves
task-coordinating abilities that are distinct from other executive
functions such as shifting or inhibition (Miyake et al., 2000).
Previous studies have highlighted the importance of frontal
and parietal cortical areas as parts of a neural network
involved in coordination of multiple parallel tasks. The involved
frontal areas include the inferior frontal (Herath et al., 2001;
Schubert and Szameitat, 2003; Stelzel et al., 2006) and middle
frontal regions (Szameitat et al., 2002; Yoo et al., 2004)
and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Corbetta et al., 1991;
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D’Esposito et al., 1995; Johnson and Zatorre, 2006). The
involved parietal areas, in turn, include the superior parietal
lobule (Yoo et al., 2004) and intraparietal sulcus (Szameitat
et al., 2002). The existence of specialized multitasking areas
has been questioned, however, by studies failing to show
multitasking-related activity in areas beyond those activated by
the component tasks (Klingberg, 1998; Adcock et al., 2000;
Bunge et al., 2000; Nijboer et al., 2014). These studies have
shown that the performance of two concurrent tasks results
only in a surplus of activation in the regions activated by the
component tasks when performed separately, and no additional
cortical regions are recruited. The former studies suggest that
the main factor limiting performance during multitasking is
the involvement of general coordinating or executive functions,
whereas the latter studies suggest that limited task-specific
resources are responsible for the observed interference during
multitasking.
It has been repeatedly shown that when selective attention
is directed to one modality, activity elevations in the sensory
cortical areas processing attended inputs may be accompanied
by diminished activity in the sensory cortical areas processing
unattended inputs (Laurienti et al., 2002; Crottaz-Herbette
et al., 2004; Shomstein and Yantis, 2004; Johnson and Zatorre,
2005; Mittag et al., 2013; Salo et al., 2013). It is less clear,
however, how activity is modulated in the sensory cortices
when attention is divided between two modalities. If there
is a limited attentional resource allocated to the sensory
cortices, sensory activity should decrease during intermodal
divided attention when compared with selective attention to one
modality. Indeed, there are studies showing such an effect during
bimodal attention tasks (Loose et al., 2003; Johnson and Zatorre,
2006).
Many of the previous studies examining multitasking effects
have used component tasks that do not necessarily rely on
the same cortical areas, such as a semantic categorization task
and a face recognition task (Adcock et al., 2000), or a spatial
rotation and semantic judgment task (D’Esposito et al., 1995).
It is therefore still unclear how task-related cortical activations
are affected when several tasks competing for the use of those
areas are performed simultaneously. In the current study, our
participants performed two simultaneous sentence congruence
judgment tasks. This type of task, when performed separately as
a single task, has been shown to activate cortical areas related to
semantic processing (e.g., Kiehl et al., 2002; Humphries et al.,
2007). Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies
using semantic congruence manipulations have consistently
observed greater hemodynamic activity for incongruent than
congruent sentences. The most commonly found areas to show
this effect are the left superior temporal and left inferior frontal
gyri, both when the sentences are presented as written text
(Baumgaertner et al., 2002; Kuperberg et al., 2003; Service
et al., 2007) and when they are presented as speech (Ni
et al., 2000; Cardillo et al., 2004). These activations might
be related to the N400 event-related potential (ERP) response
elicited, for example, by an incongruent last word of sentence
(e.g., “the pizza was too hot to sing”; Kutas and Hillyard,
1980).
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In the present fMRI study, participants performed a sentence
comprehension task involving spoken or written sentences,
or both. The participants’ task was to rate the sentences as
congruent or incongruent in only one modality at a time,
or in both modalities simultaneously. This experimental
setup allowed us to address three separate research questions
related to multitasking. First, we investigated brain activity
during simultaneous performance of two tasks in comparison
with brain activity during the same tasks when performed
separately. This allowed us to determine whether any additional
cortical areas would be recruited during the divided attention
condition. Second, the issue of crossmodal suppression of
sensory cortices during selective attention to one modality
was addressed. By performing a separate analysis in the
auditory and visual cortices, we expected to see crossmodal
suppression in the auditory cortex during selective attention
to the visual modality, and vice versa. Moreover, in accordance
with the hypothesis of limited resources, we expected to
observe smaller attention-related activity in the visual and
auditory cortices during division of attention between the
two modalities than during intermodal selective attention
to the written and spoken sentences, respectively. Third, we
examined modulation of brain activity associated with linguistic
processing when participants perform two simultaneous
sentence comprehension tasks. This was accomplished by
comparing activity elicited by incongruent sentences with
activity elicited by congruent sentences during selective
attention, thereby presumably isolating brain areas related
specifically to semantic processing, and then examining activity
modulations in these areas during divided attention. We
hypothesized that as the number of tasks requiring semantic
judgments is increased from one to two, activity in semantic
processing areas increases. We expected to see that this increase
would be non-additive due to limited processing capacity,
leading to deficits in performing two simultaneous semantic
judgments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
STIMULI

Visual stimuli

Visual stimuli used in the experiment were written sentences
and sentence-like nonsense text. They were projected onto a
mirror mounted on the head coil and presented in the middle
of the screen (font: Arial, size 14). The size of the sentences at
the viewing distance of ∼40 cm was ∼1.4◦ vertically and ∼24◦
horizontally.
Text. Written sentences were either semantically congruent or
incongruent sentences in Finnish. The incongruent sentences
were created by taking a subset of the congruent sentences (e.g.,
“This morning I ate a bowl of cereal”) and replacing the last word of
the sentences with a semantically incongruent (but syntactically
plausible) word (e.g., “This morning I ate a bowl of shoes”).
Each participant saw a total of 192 congruent sentences and
144 incongruent sentences, because in the dual-task conditions
more congruent sentences were needed (for details see Section
Procedure).
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Nonsense text. Sentence-like nonsense text was created by
randomly selecting a subset of the congruent written sentences
and replacing each vowel in those sentences with a different
vowel. This procedure resulted in nonsensical sentences with word
lengths and letter frequencies similar to the Finnish language.
Forty eight different nonsense written sentences were used.
Auditory stimuli

Auditory stimuli used in the experiment consisted of speech,
nonsense speech, and music. All auditory stimuli were presented
binaurally through insert earphones (Sensimetrics model S14;
Sensimetrics, Malden, MA, USA). All auditory stimuli were
broadband stimuli high-pass filtered with a cut-off at 100 Hz
and low-pass filtered with a cut-off at 7000 Hz. The intensity of
auditory stimuli was scaled so that their total power in RMS units,
the square root of the mean of the squared signal, was similar
(0.1). The intensity of the sounds was individually set to a loud,
but pleasant level, and was ∼80 dB SPL as measured from the
tip of the earphones. All adjustments to the auditory stimuli were
made using Audacity 1 and Matlab (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA,
USA) softwares.
Speech. Spoken sentences were semantically congruent or
incongruent Finnish sentences spoken by a female native Finnish
speaker. The incongruent sentences were created in a similar way
as the incongruent written sentences, that is, by replacing the
last word in the congruent sentences. Each participant heard a
total of 192 congruent sentences and 144 incongruent sentences,
because in the dual-task conditions more congruent sentences
were needed (see Section Procedure for details).
Nonsense speech. The nonsense speech stimuli consisted of
recorded nonsensical sentences (see above) spoken by a female
native Finnish speaker. Each participant heard a total of 112
nonsense speech sentences. The lengths of the sentences were
adjusted so that each sentence had a duration of 2.5 s.
Music. 2.5-s excerpts of instrumental music were obtained from a
free-source online music website. The music excerpts represented
various genres from hip-hop to classical music. Forty eight music
clips were used.
Functional localizers

Functional localizers were used in order to accurately localize
the auditory and visual sensory cortices of each participant. The
auditory functional localizer was created by phase-scrambling
spoken sentences by chopping the signal into short (10 ms)
time-windows and shuffling the segments (Ellis, 2010). The
visual functional localizer was a contrast-reversing checkerboard
flickering at 8 Hz. The size of the checkerboard was similar to
written sentences (∼1.4◦ × ∼24◦ ), and it was centered at the
middle of the screen. The auditory and visual localizers were
presented simultaneously for 2.5 s, followed by a 1-s fixation cross
(∼1.4◦ × ∼1.4◦ ) at the center of screen.
1 http://audacity.sourceforge.net
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PARTICIPANTS

Participants were 18 healthy volunteering adults (9 females), all
right handed and native Finnish speakers between 21 and 34
years of age (mean age 26 years) with normal hearing, normal
or corrected-to-normal vision, and no history of psychiatric or
neurological illnesses. An informed written consent was obtained
from each participant before the experiment. The experimental
protocol was approved by the Coordinating Ethics Committee of
The Hospital District of Helsinki and Uusimaa, Finland.
fMRI/MRI DATA ACQUISITION

Functional brain imaging was carried out with 3 T MAGNETOM
Skyra whole-body scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen,
Germany) using a 20-channel head coil. The functional echo
planar (EPI) images were acquired with an imaging area
consisting of 43 contiguous oblique axial slices (TR 2500 ms, TE
32 ms, flip angle 75◦ , voxel matrix 64 × 64, field of view 20 cm,
slice thickness 3.0 mm, in-plane resolution 3.1 mm × 3.1 mm
× 3.0 mm). Image acquisition was performed at a constant rate,
but was asynchronized with stimulus onsets. Four functional runs
of 240 volumes were measured for each participant. A total of
960 functional volumes were obtained in one session (session
duration approximately 37 min).
High-resolution anatomical images (voxel matrix 256 × 256,
in-plane resolution 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm) were acquired from
each participant between the third and fourth functional runs.
PROCEDURE

A total of ten experimental task blocks (each consisting of
the nine experimental conditions with the divided attention
condition repeated twice), one rest block, and one functional
localizer block were included in each functional run. In the
beginning of each block, instructions for the current task type
were shown for 3.5 s. During the rest and localizer blocks, the
participants were asked to look at the fixation cross. In subsequent
task blocks, 12 sentences (visual or auditory) or sentence pairs
(visual and auditory) were presented, each with a duration of
2.5 s. Each sentence was followed by a 1-s response window
during which the participants were instructed to respond with
an appropriate button press whether the attended sentence was
congruent or not (or during the divided attention task whether
both attended sentences were congruent or not) using their
right index and middle finger, respectively. During the response
window, a question mark (size 1.4◦ × 1.0◦ ) was presented at the
center of screen. The fixation cross preceded each written sentence
for 500 ms on the left side of the screen where the first letter of the
sentence subsequently appeared. When only speech stimuli were
presented, the fixation cross was shown at the center of screen
during the entire trial. At the end of each block, the participant
was shown the percentage of correct responses in that block. The
score was shown for 2 s, and followed by 4 s of rest before the next
block.
A total of nine different experimental conditions were used.
In the single-task conditions, the participants were instructed to
attend to the sentences in just one modality (auditory or visual).
There was either no stimuli presented in the other modality
(the unimodal condition, two blocks), or distractor stimuli were
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present in the other modality and the participants were instructed
to ignore them (the selective attention condition, two blocks).
Auditory distractors were spoken sentences (one block), music
(one block) or nonsense speech (one block). The visual distractors
were written sentences (one block), which the participants were
instructed to ignore by holding a steady fixation on a fixation
cross presented in the middle of the screen. Two additional
visual distractor conditions were included in order to control
for eye movements: a moving fixation cross (one block) and the
participants were instructed to follow it while attending to speech;
nonsense written sentences (one block) and the participants were
instructed to scan through the nonsense text while attending
to speech. These two control conditions did not differ from
the condition including written sentences as distractors and
were therefore discarded from further analyses. In the divided
attention condition (two blocks), the participants were presented
with simultaneous spoken and written sentences and instructed
to attend to both modalities, and asked to decide whether or
not both sentences were congruent (both sentences were never
incongruent).
There were four functional runs, 12 blocks in each run, and
12 trials (i.e., sentences, sentence pairs, or functional localizers)
in each block. Each run included one block of each task type,
except the divided attention task, which was repeated twice.
This was done in order to ensure an equal amount of trials
where the incongruent sentence was in the visual/auditory
modality between the divided attention and the unimodal and
selective attention condition blocks, since in the divided attention
condition only half of the incongruent trials had an incongruent
sentence in the visual/auditory modality. This resulted in a total
of 96 trials for the divided attention task (4 × 2 × 12), and 48
trials for all the other task types (4 × 1 × 12). The order of tasks
within the run was random, except that the rest block was always
in the middle of the run between the 6th and 7th task block. All
stimuli (sentences and distractors) were presented in randomized
order. The sentences were randomized in the following way. First,
the sentences were divided randomly into 4 sets (1 per run) that
were identical for all participants. Then the order of sentences
within a set was randomized, and the presentation order of these
4 sets was randomized and counterbalanced across participants.
Each sentence was presented only once to each participant. The
congruent and incongruent versions of the same sentence were
never presented within the same run.
fMRI DATA ANALYSIS

Image preprocessing and statistical analysis was performed
using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8) analysis package
(Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK;
Friston et al., 1994a) as implemented in Matlab. In order to
allow for initial stabilization of the fMRI signal, the first four
dummy volumes were excluded from analysis. In pre-processing,
the slice timing was corrected, data were motion corrected, highpass filtered (cut-off at 1/128 Hz), and spatially smoothed with
a 6 mm Gaussian kernel. The EPI images were intra-individually
realigned to the middle image in each time series and un-warping
was performed to correct for the interaction of susceptibility
artifacts and head movements.
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For the first-level statistical analysis, the general linear model
was set up including a regressor for incongruent and congruent
sentences in each of the 9 different and analyzed experimental
conditions, resulting in 18 regressors. Separate regressors for the
responses of the participants and for instructions (2.5-s periods
between the blocks and a 6-s period at the beginning of each
run) were also included. 6 movement parameters were added to
the model as nuisance regressors. The regressors were convoluted
with the canonical hemodynamic response function.
In the second-level analysis, the anatomical images were
normalized to a canonical T1 template (MNI standard space)
provided by SPM8 and then used as a template to normalize
the contrast images for each participant (tri-linear interpolation,
3 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm using 16 nonlinear iterations). Statistical
parametric maps of individual contrasts between task types and
between tasks and rest were then averaged across participants. A
voxel-wise height t-value threshold and a cluster size threshold
were set depending on the contrast type (the specific values are
stated below each contrast image). The statistical images were
cluster corrected at p < 0.005 (Friston et al., 1994b). Anatomical
regions corresponding to the activity foci were identified using the
xjView toolbox for SPM.2
REGION OF INTEREST ANALYSIS

To study activity modulations in areas specifically related to dualtasking, the divided attention condition was contrasted separately
with the selective attention to text condition and the selective
attention to speech condition. Dual-tasking regions of interest
(ROIs) were then drawn manually using Freesurfer software
to cover areas showing overlap between these two contrasts.
Further statistical analyses were conducted using repeatedmeasures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) for voxels within
these ROIs. Activity modulations between task conditions were
compared by conducting an ANOVA with the factor Condition
(9 levels) for each ROI separately and for data averaged across
the ROIs. To compare activity modulations between the dualtasking ROIs in the different task conditions, a 5 (Dual-tasking
ROI) × 9 (Condition) ANOVA was conducted. Laterality effects
in the dual-tasking ROIs were studied using a 2 (Hemisphere
of the dual-tasking ROI) × 9 (Condition) ANOVA. To study
the effects of attention in the unimodal, selective attention and
divided attention conditions, a 5 (Dual-tasking ROI) × 3 (Task
type) ANOVA was carried out. Finally, the effect of attended
modality (irrespective of task type) was examined using a 5
(Dual-tasking ROI) × 3 (Attended modality) ANOVA. Note
that the nine task conditions used in the ANOVAs also include
the three conditions which were used to select dual-tasking
ROIs.
ROI analyses were also conducted to examine activity
modulations in the sensory cortices. To this end, voxels
activated by the functional localizer (family-wise error corrected
p < 0.05) were used as visual- and auditory-cortex ROIs of each
individual participant. The mean percentage of blood-oxygenlevel dependent (BOLD) signal change within the ROIs was
calculated per voxel and normalized by dividing it by the overall
2 http://www.alivelearn.net/xjview
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average BOLD signal amplitude within a participant, and then
averaged within each contrast of interest. To address the issue
of possible crossmodal inhibition of the sensory cortices during
selective attention, a 2 (Sensory cortex) × 2 (Attended modality)
ANOVA was carried out for selective attention condition. To
study dual-tasking effects, the divided attention condition was
compared with the unimodal and selective attention conditions
using an ANOVA with a 5 (Condition) × 2 (Hemisphere) × 2
(Sensory cortex) ANOVA.
ROI analysis was also used to study modulations of activity
during divided attention in areas involved in semantic processing
of sentences. In this analysis, contrasts between incongruent and
congruent sentences in the second-level analysis were used to
map areas of enhanced activity separately for written and spoken
sentences. The incongruence contrast for speech sentences was
created by summing together separately for attended incongruent
and congruent sentences all the conditions where attention was
directed to speech sentences (attention to speech in the unimodal
condition, selective attention to speech with a text distractor,
and the two additional visual distractor conditions) and all the
conditions where attention was directed to written sentences
(attention to text in the unimodal condition, selective attention
to text presented together with speech, music or nonspeech
distractors), and then contrasting the incongruent vs. congruent
sentences within each modality. Semantic ROIs were drawn
manually using Freesurfer software so that they covered areas
showing overlap between the incongruence contrasts for spoken
and written sentences. The mean percentage of BOLD signal
change within each semantic ROI was calculated and normalized
across the nine experimental conditions, and then averaged for
each contrast of interest. To study the effects of the different task
types on activity in the semantic ROIs, a 2 (Hemisphere of the
ROI) × 3 (Task type) × 2 (Semantic congruence) ANOVA was
carried out. Note that the three tasks types for an ANOVA were
created by averaging the nine conditions used to select semantic
ROIs.

For all conducted ANOVAs the Greenhouse-Geisser p-value
was used (as indicated by the correction value ε) if the Mauchly’s
test of sphericity showed a significant result for a variable with
more than two levels. However, original degrees of freedom will be
reported with the F-value even in these cases. A 95% confidence
interval was used in all ANOVAs. When an ANOVA yielded a
significant result, Bonferroni post hoc tests were conducted. IBM
SPSS Statistics 21 for Windows (IBM SPSS, Armonk, NY, USA)
was used for statistical analyses.

RESULTS
BEHAVIORAL RESULTS

The mean percentage of correct responses (± standard error
of the mean, SEM) was 97.6% ± 0.6% for the unimodal
conditions, 95.3% ± 0.95% for the selective attention conditions,
and 90.2% ± 1.6% for divided attention condition (Figure 1).
The ANOVA with three Task levels showed a main effect
of Task type (F (2,32) = 23.69, p < 0.001) and subsequent
post hoc tests revealed that the percentage of correct responses
was significantly lower during divided attention than during
attention in the unimodal condition (p < 0.001) or intermodal
selective attention (p < 0.005) conditions, and significantly
lower during selective attention than during attention in the
unimodal condition (p < 0.05). The modality of the attended
sentences did not affect the percentage of correct responses in
single tasks (p = 0.24). The nature of the auditory distractor
during selective attention to written sentences did not affect
performance (p = 0.78). The ANOVA for auditory selective
attention conditions showed a significant main effect of Visual
distractor type (F (2,32) = 6.31, p < 0.005, ε = 0.58) and post hoc
tests indicated that significantly fewer correct responses were
given when the visual distractor was regular written text than
when it was a moving fixation cross or nonsense text (in both
cases, p < 0.05).

ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIORAL DATA

The total percentage of correct responses per task type was
calculated. The difference in the number of correct responses
between task types was analyzed using a repeated-measures
ANOVA with three Task levels (unimodal conditions vs. selective
attention conditions vs. divided attention condition), where the
two unimodal conditions where averaged together, and the six
selective attention conditions were averaged together. An ANOVA
was conducted on the three selective attention to text conditions
(attention to text with a speech, nonsense speech or music
distractor) in order to determine the effect of Auditory distractor
type, and a similar ANOVA was conducted for the three selective
attention to speech conditions (attention to speech with a text,
nonsense text or moving fixation cross distractor) to study the
effects of Visual distractor type. The effect of Attended modality
was analyzed using an ANOVA with three levels (conditions where
attention was targeted to written sentences vs. speech sentences vs.
both written and speech sentences). The effect of the modality of
incongruent sentences during the divided attention condition was
analyzed using a paired sample t-test.
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FIGURE 1 | Percentages of correct responses in the unimodal
conditions (data combined across auditory and visual conditions),
selective attention conditions (data combined across 6 conditions:
selective attention to speech with a text, nonsense text or moving
fixation cross distractor and selective attention to text with a speech,
nonsense speech or music distractor) and divided attention condition.
Error bars indicate SEMs. Percentages of correct responses in the three
condition types differed significantly from each other (in all cases, p < 0.05).
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Further analyses were conducted for the divided attention
condition to study possible task strategy biases. These analyses
showed that the percentage of correctly identified incongruent
sentences did not depend on whether the incongruent sentence
was in the visual or auditory modality (p = 0.24). Half of the
participants had slightly higher accuracy rates (max. 12.5%)
when the incongruent sentence was visual, and the other half
when the incongruent sentence was auditory. Two participants
performed at about chance level (46%) for auditory incongruent
sentences, but the remaining participants had high response
accuracies (>70%, mean 89%) for incongruent sentences in both
modalities.
BRAIN ACTIVITY DURING DIVIDED VS. NON-DIVIDED ATTENTION

Cortical networks recruited by selective attention to text with a
speech distractor and selective attention to speech with a text
distractor are shown in Figure 2. Activity during the selective
attention tasks was compared with activity in the rest blocks.
For the selective attention to text condition (Figure 2A), activity
enhancement was seen bilaterally in the visual and auditory
sensory cortices (BA 17/18/19, BA 41/42/22), and in the medial
supplementary motor area (SMA; BA 6), precentral gyrus (BA
4/6), and inferior and middle frontal gyri (IFG and MFG;
BA 44 and BA 46/9, respectively), and in the left superior

FIGURE 2 | Significant activity enhancements in relation to the
rest blocks in the conditions (A) selective attention to text with
a speech distractor and (B) selective attention to speech with a
text distractor. (C) A combination of these two contrasts is
overlaid with the contrast showing activity enhancements during
divided attention compared to rest. Areas showing significant
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and inferior parietal lobule (BA 7 and BA 40, respectively). A
similar cortical network was activated by the selective attention
to speech condition, with the exception of no significant
activations in the visual sensory cortices (Figure 2B). Figure 2C
shows comparisons between the areas recruited by the two
selective attention conditions combined and the divided attention
condition, demonstrating that these two networks largely overlap
with each other. The activation map from the combined selective
attention conditions compared with rest are denoted with red,
and the activation map from the divided attention condition
compared with rest is denoted with yellow. Areas showing overlap
between these two contrasts are denoted with orange. This
overlapping network includes bilaterally the visual and auditory
cortices, medial SMA extending to more anterior regions of the
medial superior frontal gyrus (BA 8/32), and the IFG and MFG, as
well as the left precentral gyrus and superior and inferior parietal
lobules.
Next, we contrasted the divided attention condition separately
with the visual and auditory selective attention conditions with
similar stimulation as during divided attention (i.e., selective
attention to text with a speech distractor and selective attention
to speech with a text distractor). The resulting contrast images
were then overlaid on top of each other (Figure 3). Areas showing
overlap between these two contrasts (orange areas in Figure 3)

activation enhancements only in the selective attention conditions
are denoted with red and areas showing activation enhancements
only in the divided attention condition are denoted with yellow.
Areas showing overlap between these enhancements are denoted
with orange. Voxel-wise height threshold t = 4.7, cluster size >
250, cluster-corrected p < 0.001.
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FIGURE 3 | Significant activity enhancements during divided attention in relation to selective attention to text with a speech distractor (red), selective
attention to speech with a text distractor (yellow), and both (orange). Voxel-wise height threshold t = 2.5, cluster size > 250, cluster corrected p < 0.001.

included clusters in the dorsolateral and medial portions of the
frontal lobe. More specifically, clusters in the MFG (BA 9/6) and
medial SMA (BA 6) showed greater activity bilaterally during
divided attention than in either selective attention condition.
Five dual-tasking ROIs were subsequently drawn to cover these
regions showing overlap: the left and right anterior middle
frontal gyrus (aMFG) ROIs, the left and right SMA ROIs,
and the right posterior middle frontal gyrus (pMFG) ROI.
Subsequent analyses were performed for voxels within these
ROIs.
Figure 4 shows mean signal changes in the dual-tasking ROIs
for each task condition. A significant main effect of Condition was
observed for all five ROIs (for all ROIs, p < 0.001). There were no
significant effects of Hemisphere for the MFG dual-tasking ROIs
or SMA ROIs, or Condition × Hemisphere interactions. Since
the five dual-tasking ROIs displayed a similar general pattern of
activation for the different conditions (Figure 4, top and middle),
and because no other main effects were observed, the data were
averaged across the five dual-tasking ROIs in further analyses
(Figure 4, bottom).
An ANOVA including Task type (unimodal vs. selective
attention vs. divided attention) as the factor indicated a main
effect of Task type (F (2,34) = 47.72, p < 0.001). Post hoc
tests revealed that the selective attention conditions resulted in
significantly larger BOLD signal increases in the dual-tasking
ROIs than the unimodal conditions (p < 0.05) and that
divided attention was associated with greater signal increases
than unimodal and selective attention conditions (in both cases,
p < 0.001), which was expected since the dual-tasking ROIs
were defined as areas showing greater activity during divided
attention than selective attention. Another ANOVA with Attended
modality (visual vs. auditory vs. both) as the factor indicated
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a significant main effect of Attended modality (F (2,34) = 61.19,
p < 0.001). Subsequent post hoc tests showed that BOLD signal
increases in the dual-tasking ROIs were smallest in conditions
where speech sentences were attended, followed by conditions
where the text sentences were attended, and greatest when
attention was divided between text and speech (in all cases,
p < 0.001). When an ANOVA was conducted for data that
were averaged across the dual-tasking ROIs (Figure 4, bottom),
attending to text with a nonsense speech distractor caused greater
BOLD signal increases than when no auditory distractor was
present (p < 0.05). When speech was attended, both text and
nonsense text distractors caused a greater signal increase than
when no visual distractor was present (p < 0.05 in both).
When the distractor was a moving fixation cross, signal increases
did not differ from the condition with no visual distractor
(p = 0.13), but were smaller than when a text distractor was
present (p < 0.05).
ATTENTION EFFECTS ON ACTIVITY IN THE SENSORY CORTICES

When the activity in sensory cortices during the selective
attention conditions (attention to text with a speech distractor
and attention to speech with a text distractor) was examined,
the interaction Sensory cortex (visual vs. auditory) × Attended
modality (visual vs. auditory) was significant (F (1,17) = 15.85,
p < 0.001), that is, the visual cortex showed greater activity when
attention was selectively directed to text than when it was directed
to speech while the auditory cortex showed an opposite pattern.
The results from the ANOVA including the factors Condition
(attention to text in a unimodal condition vs. attention to speech
in a unimodal condition vs. selective attention to text with a
speech distractor vs. selective attention to speech with a text
distractor vs. divided attention), Sensory cortex, and Hemisphere
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FIGURE 4 | Mean signal changes (%) compared with rest in the
five dual-tasking ROIs during the nine experimental conditions.
Top: mean signal increases in the left and right SMA ROIs. Middle:
mean signal increases in the left and right anterior MFG ROIs and
the right posterior MFG ROI. Bottom: mean signal increases
averaged across all five dual-tasking ROIs. The conditions in each
graph are grouped based on the attended modality (left bar cluster:
visual modality attended, middle bar cluster: auditory modality
attended, rightmost bar: both modalities attended). Error bars
indicate SEMs. Conditions differing significantly from each other are
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indicated with asterisks (*p < 0.05). Note that the nine conditions
include the three conditions which were used to select dual-tasking
ROIs. (T = attention to text in a unimodal condition, T+S =
attention to text with a speech distractor, T+NS = attention to text
with a nonsense speech distractor, T+M = attention to text with a
music distractor, S = attention to speech in a unimodal condition,
S+T = attention to speech with a text distractor, S+NT = attention
to speech with a nonsense text distractor, S+MF = attention to
speech with a moving fixation cross distractor, D = divided
attention).
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FIGURE 5 | Mean signal changes (%) in the visual (A) and auditory
(B) cortices in the left and right hemispheres (dark gray and light
gray bars, respectively) during attention to text in the unimodal
condition, attention to speech in the unimodal condition, selective
attention to text (with a speech distractor), selective attention to
speech (with a text distractor), and divided attention. Error bars

are illustrated in Figure 5. A significant main effect for Sensory
cortex was observed (F (1,17) = 43.53, p < 0.001), demonstrating
that, overall, mean signal changes were greater in the auditory
cortex than in the visual cortex. There was no significant main
effect of Hemisphere (although there was some insignificant
tendency for the left-hemisphere activity being higher than the
right-hemisphere activity, p = 0.12). However, the main effect of
Condition was significant (F (4,68) = 63.04, p < 0.001, ε = 0.85).
Subsequent pairwise comparisons revealed that the BOLD signal
change was greatest during divided attention, followed by selective
attention to text with a speech distractor, then by selective
attention to speech with a text distractor, and lastly by attention
to speech and attention to text in the unimodal conditions. Also,
a significant interaction Condition × Sensory cortex was found
(F (4,68) = 190.12, p < 0.001, ε = 0.51). Pairwise comparisons
revealed that in the visual cortex, the mean signal change during
divided attention did not differ significantly from that during
attention to the visual modality in the unimodal (p = 0.27) or
selective attention condition (p = 0.98), but was significantly
greater than that during auditory attention in the unimodal
(p < 0.001) or selective attention condition (p < 0.005). Activity
in the visual cortex during visual attention did not depend
significantly on the presence of an auditory (speech) distractor
(p = 0.27 for attention to text during selective attention vs. during
the unimodal condition). In the auditory cortex, the mean signal
change during divided attention did not differ significanly from
that during attention to the auditory modality in the unimodal
(p = 0.84) or selective attention condition (p = 0.83), but
was signifcantly higher than that during visual attention in the
unimodal (p < 0.001) or selective attention condition (p < 0.05).
Activity in the auditory cortex during auditory attention did not
depend significantly on the presence of a visual (text) distractor
(p = 0.70 for attention to speech during selective attention vs.
unimodal condition).
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indicate SEMs. Conditions differing significantly from the divided
attention condition are indicated with asterisks (*p < 0.05;
**p < 0.005). (T = attention to text in a unimodal condition, S =
attention to speech in a unimodal condition, T+S = attention to text
with a speech distractor, S+T = attention to speech with a text
distractor, D = divided attention).

BRAIN ACTIVITY RELATED TO SEMANTIC PROCESSING

As seen in Figure 6, analysis across the auditory single-task
conditions showed that attended spoken incongruent sentences
elicited a greater hemodynamic response than attended spoken
congruent sentences bilaterally in the IFG (BA 44) extending
to the MFG (BA 9/6), and in the superior temporal gyrus (BA
41/42/22). A similar comparison for attended written sentences
in the visual single-task conditions showed activity enhancements
for written incongruent sentences in relation to written congruent
sentences bilaterally in the IFG (BA 44) extending to the MFG
(BA 9/6), and in the posterior part of the left middle temporal
gyrus (BA 21/37). When these two contrasts were overlaid (orange
areas in Figure 6), two clusters corresponding roughly to the
left and right IFG (BA 44) showed overlap between the two
contrasts. In the left hemisphere, the overlap region covered
both the pars opercularis and pars triangularis, and in the right
hemisphere, the region was smaller and extended to the inferior
frontal sulcus. Areas showing overlap were used as semantic ROIs
and subsequent analyses were performed for voxels within these
ROIs.
Mean signal changes in the semantic ROIs for congruent
and incongruent sentences in the different task condition types
are shown in Figure 7. As expected, the significant main effect
of sentence congruence (F (1,17) = 34.32, p < 0.001) confirmed
that incongruent sentences caused greater increases in the BOLD
signal than congruent sentences in both the left- and righthemisphere semantic ROI. A main effect of Task type (F (2,34) =
22.41, p < 0.001) revealed a greater increase in overall signal
change during the divided attention condition than during the
unimodal or selective attention conditions (p < 0.001 in both),
and a greater increase during the selective attention conditions
than unimodal conditions (p < 0.05) in the semantic ROI of
each hemisphere. Also a main effect of Laterality was observed
(F (1,17) = 7.97, p < 0.05), demonstrating a greater signal change
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FIGURE 6 | Brain areas showing significant activity
enhancements for attended incongruent written (red) and
spoken (yellow) sentences (area overlaps shown in orange) in

in the left-hemisphere semantic ROI than in the right-hemisphere
semantic ROI. There were no significant interactions between the
factors.

DISCUSSION
TASK PERFORMANCE

The behavioral results indicate that even though task performance
was significantly worse during divided than during selective
attention, the participants were still able to reach a high
level of performance accuracy while attending to two stimuli
simultaneously (even during divided attention mean response
accuracy was over 90%).
DIVIDED ATTENTION VS. FOCUSED AND SELECTIVE ATTENTION

The difference between the selective attention and divided
attention conditions was examined in order to determine whether
any cortical activity was specifically related to dividing attention.
Because in both conditions stimuli were presented in both
modalities, the effect of sensory stimulation was controlled for
in the contrast between these conditions. The results showed
that divided attention recruited a very similar cortical network as
the component tasks performed alone, since the activation maps
showed a high degree of overlap.
When a direct comparison was made between the divided
attention and the selective attention conditions, bilateral
clusters both on the medial and dorsolateral frontal cortex
showed significantly greater BOLD signal increases in the
divided attention condition compared to the selective attention
conditions. More specifically, these clusters were situated
in the medial SMA and MFG of both hemispheres. The
MFG has been implicated in memory rehearsal processes
(Awh et al., 1996), rapid adaptation and coordination of
actions required in dual-tasking (Szameitat et al., 2002),
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relation to respective congruent sentences. Data combined
across all single-task conditions for each modality. Voxel-wise height
threshold t = 2.5, cluster size > 250, cluster-corrected p < 0.001.

and detection of unexpected relevant stimuli (Corbetta and
Shulman, 2002). The medial SMA, in turn, has been associated
with performance monitoring, pre-response conflict, decision
uncertainty, response errors, and processing of negative feedback
(for a review, see Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). The need to
inhibit a response to one sentence when it conflicts with
the response to the other sentence, or the overall increase
in difficulty in choosing the correct response in the divided
attention condition might therefore explain the increase in SMA
activity.
Areas showing higher activity during divided attention
than during both selective attention to text and selective
attention to speech were defined as dual-tasking ROIs. These
ROIs were located in the medial SMA and MFG bilaterally.
The smallest BOLD signal increases in these ROIs were
seen during the unimodal conditions. The selective attention
conditions activated these regions to a greater degree, with
some activation differences that depended on the nature of
the distractor stimuli. More specifically, nonsense speech as
an auditory distractor and text and nonsense text as visual
distractors caused greater activity increases than when no
distractors were present. Since divided attention activated
these ROIs the most, this might mean that these distractors
were the most effective in drawing attention away from the
actual task and creating a situation where attention was
unintentionally divided between the attended and to-be-ignored
modality.
Taking into account the high degree of overlap between the
cortical networks activated by selective and divided attention,
and the fact that dual-tasking ROIs showed a graded activation
increase related to task difficulty (unimodal condition < selective
attention < divided attention), our results suggest that at least
semantic dual-tasking does not recruit new cortical areas, but
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FIGURE 7 | Mean signal changes (%) in the semantic ROIs for attended
incongruent and congruent sentences compared with rest during the
unimodal (data combined across the unimodal auditory and visual

places more demands on the brain regions already in use
by the component tasks. This finding is in accordance with
several previous studies showing that no additional neural
regions are activated when interfering information needs to be
coordinated (Klingberg, 1998; Adcock et al., 2000; Bunge et al.,
2000; Nijboer et al., 2014), but rather that the component
tasks compete for resources in a “global neuronal workspace”
most likely located in frontoparietal regions (Hein et al.,
2007). Some studies have reported opposite results, however,
showing that frontal regions are recruited only during divided
attention (Corbetta et al., 1991; D’Esposito et al., 1995; Herath
et al., 2001; Szameitat et al., 2002; Schubert and Szameitat,
2003; Yoo et al., 2004; Johnson and Zatorre, 2006; Stelzel
et al., 2006). These conflicting results may be explained more
by the nature of the single tasks used in the individual
studies than by the need to divide attention per se. Frontal
recruitment may depend on the specific task demands of
the single-tasks and vary from one task combination to the
other. In our study, there are several possible explanations
for the observed frontal recruitment during the component
tasks. First, it could be related to inhibiting the processing of
irrelevant information from the unattended modality. Frontal
regions have been shown to be involved in gating sensory
information according to task-specific demands (Miller and
Cohen, 2001; Staines et al., 2002). Another possible explanation
is catching of attention by stimuli in the unattended modality.
It has been shown that a distributed network including
frontal and parietal areas is activated when attention is
involuntarily shifted to events in the sensory environment
(Downar et al., 2000; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Salmi
et al., 2009). The sentences in the unattended modality might
therefore have caused an involuntary shift of attention to
the unattended modality, resulting in frontal and parietal
activity increases. Finally, our results might be explained by
the difficulty of the component tasks used in the study. It
could be argued that since our component tasks were complex
sentence comprehension tasks, performing them required central
executive functions to a great degree even in the absence of
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conditions), selective attention (data combined across all auditory and
visual selective attention conditions), and divided attention conditions
in the left (A) and right (B) hemisphere. Error bars indicate SEMs.

distracting stimuli or a need to divide attention between two
modalities.
The frontoparietal cortical network observed in our selective
attention and divided attention conditions bares a close
resemblance to the multiple-demand (MD) network described
by Duncan (2010). This general-purpose network includes cortex
in and around the inferior frontal sulcus, the pre-SMA and
the intraparietal sulcus, and it is activated by a variety of
demanding cognitive tasks that require the formation of a series
of subtasks. The tasks employed in our experiment can indeed be
broken down into a succession of subtasks: internalizing the task
instructions, evaluating the meaning of the presented sentence,
choosing the correct response option, forming a motor response,
reorienting to the next task instruction, etc. In the case of the
present selective attention conditions, an additional subtask of
inhibiting processing of the unattended stimulus is introduced.
When two streams of stimuli have to be attended simultaneously,
the amount of subtasks is even further increased even though the
time given to complete these subtasks remains unchanged, adding
to the demands placed on the MD network. It might therefore
be that the observed BOLD signal increases in dorsolateral and
medial frontal areas are a result of the task becoming more
complex (i.e., involving more subtasks) and requiring quicker
shifts from one subtask to the next, and not a result of a need
to divide attention between two sensory streams.
The dorsolateral frontal activity increases during divided
attention could also be explained by the recruitment of working
memory when two tasks need to be performed simultaneously
(Johnson et al., 2007). In our divided attention condition, the
participants most likely had to maintain one sentence in a
working memory buffer while making a congruence judgment
concerning the other simultaneously presented sentence, whereas
in the single-task condition no such demands were placed on
working memory. In other words, the participants, at least some
of them, may have adopted a rehearsal strategy during the divided
attention task but not during the single-tasks. This could have
led to the observed frontal activity increase, since the role of the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in working memory (D’Esposito
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et al., 1995; Petrides, 2000) and more specifically in subvocal
rehearsal (Awh et al., 1996) is well known. An experimental design
specifically aimed at teasing apart the effects of increasing working
memory load, divided attention, and overall task difficulty would
be needed in order to determine the primary role of the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in dual-tasking paradigms.
When interpreting our results with regards to dual tasking,
it is important to note that the participants may not have
been performing the divided attention task as the experimenters
intended.
For example, the participants may have been attending to
just one modality in the divided attention condition. Our
behavioral results indicate that this is most likely not the case,
however, because attending selectively to only one modality
and performing at guess level for the other modality would
have resulted in a response accuracy of 63–75%, a rate
which our participants far surpassed. In addition, almost all
participants performed at a high level of accuracy irrespective
of the presentation modality of the incongruent sentence,
demonstrating that there was no clear tendency to attend to
just one modality. Another strategy used by our participants
might have been to first attend to the written text and then
switch to the unattended spoken sentence stored in a shortterm memory (Norman, 1969), thus not really dual tasking but
switching between the two tasks. The use of such a strategy might
explain the increased parietal activity during dual tasking, as
parietal regions have been shown to be involved in the voluntary
shifting of attention between vision and audition (Shomstein and
Yantis, 2004). On the other hand, it seems unlikely that such a
strategy could have been used successfully in our experiment due
to the fast pace of stimulus presentation. Participants had a total
of 3.5 s per trial. The average length of the text sentences was
55 characters, which takes around 2.5 s to read at the average
reading speed of Finnish text (Hahn et al., 2006). It is therefore
unlikely that participants had had enough time to read out the
spoken sentence from a short-term memory buffer after reading
the text sentence, as subvocal rehearsal of auditory phonological
material occurs in real time (Baddeley, 1992). In addition, if the
text sentence was evaluated first, the participants would have
likely detected incongruent written sentences significantly more
accurately than incongruent spoken sentences, but according to
our behavioral results this was not the case. As a final possible task
strategy during dual tasking, our participants may have converted
the written sentences they read into subvocalized speech rehearsed
in the articulatory-phonological loop (Baddeley, 1992). If this
indeed were the case, our divided attention task would not
have been truly a bimodal one. However, even if this were the
case, our main findings regarding brain activity associated with
dual tasking would not be undermined, because our participants
would still have been performing two tasks simultaneously albeit
mainly in the same (auditory) modality.
ATTENTION EFFECTS IN THE SENSORY CORTICES

During bimodal stimulation when the participants were attending
to just one sensory modality, the sensory cortical areas subserving
the attended modality showed increased activity and the ignored
sensory cortices showed a decrease in activity compared with
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when attention was directed to the other modality. This result is
in accordance with previous studies showing a similar interaction
between the attended modality and activity in the relevant sensory
cortices (Shomstein and Yantis, 2004; Johnson and Zatorre, 2005,
2006; Salo et al., 2013).
The visual cortex was shown to be activated to the same
extent during divided attention as during attention to visual
stimuli in both the unimodal and selective attention conditions,
and this activity was greater than when attention was directed
to the auditory modality. An analogous pattern of results was
observed for the auditory cortex. This result is in contrast to
our initial hypothesis: Since several previous studies suggest that
a common attentional resource is shared between the sensory
modalities (Just et al., 2001; Loose et al., 2003; Johnson and
Zatorre, 2006) we expected to see a decrease in sensory-cortex
activations during divided attention in relation to auditory or
visual selective attention. Our results also indicated that the
addition of a distractor stimulus to the unattended modality
did not affect activity in the sensory cortical areas subserving
the attended modality, even though activity in the cortical areas
processing the unattended stimuli increased significantly. If a
common attentional resource were indeed shared among the
different modalities, this would mean that no resources were
allotted to the unattended modality. This would, however, make
it difficult to account for the performance accuracy decrease seen
in the selective attention condition compared with the unimodal
condition. Therefore our results do not support the notion of a
constrained total amount of attentional resources being spread
out to all recruited sensory cortices.
ACTIVITY RELATED TO SEMANTIC PROCESSING DURING DIVIDED
ATTENTION

When only single-task conditions were examined, contrasting
incongruent sentences with congruent sentences revealed an
increase of activity in bilateral inferior frontal clusters for the
written sentences, and in inferior frontal and temporal clusters
for the spoken sentences. These foci of activity are well in line
with the existing literature describing the role temporal and
frontal areas (especially in the left hemisphere) in both semantic
and syntactic language-related processing (Friederici et al., 2003;
Hickok and Poeppel, 2004; for a review, see Vigneau et al., 2006).
The increased activity in these areas in response to incongruent
sentence endings is possibly due to the difficulty of integrating
the unexpected last word to the preceding information, resulting
in increased processing costs (Kutas and Hillyard, 1980). In
electrophysiological studies, semantic integration was reflected
as an increase in the amplitude of a specific ERP component,
the N400 (Kutas and Hillyard, 1980; for reviews, see Kutas
and Federmeier, 2000; Lau et al., 2008). The temporal activity
clusters observed for the spoken sentences in our study is a likely
candidate source for the N400 component (Humphries et al.,
2006). The observed temporal activity could also be related to
another ERP component, the phonological mismatch negativity
(PMN; Connolly and Phillips, 1994), which is elicited when the
initial phoneme of the last word in a sentence does not match
the phoneme of the expected word (as was the case in our
experiment). This component is elicited only when sentences are
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presented in the auditory modality, and it has been localized to
the anterior superior temporal cortex predominantly in the left
hemisphere (Kujala et al., 2004), and would therefore explain why
we observed the temporal activity clusters only for the spoken
sentences.
The IFG was activated bilaterally by both written and spoken
incongruent sentences, this effect being stronger in the left
than the right hemisphere. The important role of the IFG in
processing the semantic content of linguistic stimuli has been
demonstrated in previous studies (Baumgaertner et al., 2002;
Kiehl et al., 2002). The IFG does not seem to contribute to the
N400 component, however, as lesions to frontal areas including
the IFG do not affect the N400 component (Friederici et al.,
1999). Our results therefore add to the discrepancy between
hemodynamic and electrophysiological studies describing the
contribution of the IFG to semantic processing. Our study makes
a valuable contribution to this debate, since we used both written
and spoken sentence stimuli in the same study, and show that the
IFG was activated for incongruent sentences irrespective of the
presentation modality.
When two tasks that occupy a common part of the cortex are
performed simultaneously, interference can occur at the level of
these common regions (Roland and Zilles, 1998). In the case of
our experiment, ROI analyses were conducted in the semantic
ROIs (i.e., bilaterally in the IFG) during divided attention
in order to study task interference more carefully. During
divided attention, participants had to make two simultaneous
or consecutive congruence judgments, presumably both relying
on the same amodal semantic processing areas. When the
overall activity in the semantic ROIs was examined, our results
pointed to an increase in activity during divided attention when
compared with the unimodal and selective attention conditions.
This suggests that more demands were placed on semantic
processing areas when two semantic tasks were performed in
parallel, which possibly contributed to the observed performance
decrements.
It is important to take into consideration the possibility
that incongruent sentences elicited more IFG activity due to
other cognitive functions than semantic processing. For example,
it has been shown that the IFG is activated when prepotent
responses are inhibited (Menon et al., 2001; Aron et al., 2004).
Reading or listening to sentences where an anomaly occurs
at the very end may create a situation where a response
that the sentence is congruent is always chosen first, but
then has to be inhibited and replaced by a new response
when an anomaly is detected. This may explain the observed
IFG activity enhancements. Yet another possible explanation
relates to the observation that the IFG is involved with the
detection of salient stimuli irrespective of task type (Hampshire
et al., 2010). Sentences with semantic violations may represent
such an unexpected and salient stimulus, thus involving the
IFG.

CONCLUSIONS
The participants of our study performed significantly more
errors when they had to make two simultaneous sentence
congruence judgments in separate modalities than when they
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performed just one such judgment in one modality. This dualtask interference could potentially be caused by mutual inhibition
of the sensory cortices, or by the recruitment of additional cortical
areas responsible for additional cognitive operations related to
dual-tasking, or by interference of the two tasks because they
utilize the same part of the cortex. Our results indicate that
crossmodal inhibition of the sensory cortices is not responsible
for the observed performance decrements, and that no dual-taskspecific areas are recruited when attention is divided between two
simultaneous semantic tasks involving parallel attention to speech
and written text. Competition for resources in cortical areas used
by both component tasks most likely contributes to dual-tasking
interference.
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